PORTABLE WORKSITE LIFT - LIFTER-2

MODEL NUMBER IS LIFTER-2
CAPACITY IS 500 lbs
USABLE PLATFORM IS 20" X 20"
PLATFORM RAISED HEIGHT IS 70"
PLATFORM LOWERED HEIGHT IS 14 3/4"
OVERALL JIB LENGTH IS 38"
OVERALL WIDTH IS 36 1/2"
OVERALL LENGTH IS 48 1/2"
OVERALL HEIGHT IS 90 9/16"
OPERATION TYPE IS HAND WINCH
UNIT BREAKS DOWN TO STORE OR TRANSPORT
FOUR Ø8 x 2" PHENOLIC SWIVEL CASTERS
BOOM SERVICE RANGE IS 0" TO 80"
BOOM REACH IS 25 1/16"
DURABLE LIQUID PAINT YELLOW FINISH FRAME
WITH BLUE LIFTING PLATFORM

CABLE NOT SHOWN TO FULL LENGTH.
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REMOVABLE PLATFORM
REMOVABLE UPRIGHT
REMOVABLE LEGS

SPECIAL FEATURES
NONE

STANDARD FEATURES
3D VIEW SHOWN FOR REFERENCE ONLY
DIMENSION TOLERANCE ± 1/4"

VESTIL MANUFACTURING

APPROX WEIGHT: 300.31 lbs.
DOES NOT INCLUDE WEIGHT OF POWER OR PACKAGING!!!

ANY MODIFIED UNITS ARE NON-RETURNABLE
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